Teaching and Learning Information
Term: Autumn 1 2018

Teacher: Miss Lawton

Class: Year 3

Teaching Assistants: Mrs Pilling & Mr Hill

Literacy

Mathematics

Prayer Writing

Times Tables (weekly) - recap on 2x, 5x, 10x and focus of 3x and
6x . BB9

Recounts
Letters

Compare and order numbers up to 1000 and writing numbers up to
1000 in numerals and words. BB1

Non-chronological reports

Finding 10 and 100 more or less than a given number. BB2

Narrative stories (description of
characters and settings)

Recognising the place value of each digit in a 3-digit number. BB3

VCOP (weekly)

Adding and subtracting numbers mentally (2 and 3-digit numbers) BB6

Spellings—details sent home weekly

Adding and subtracting numbers (up to 3-digits) using formal written
methods. BB7

Handwriting (weekly)

Measuring the perimeter of simple shapes. BB15
Knowing the number of days in each month, year and leap year. BB20

Religious Education

Identifying horizontal and vertical lines and pairs of
lar and parallel lines. BB23

Rules For Living

Recognising time to the nearest minute. (weekly) BB17,18,19

Harvest Festival

perpendicu-

Interpreting and presenting data using tables and bar charts BB24

Daily Collective Worship

Solving one-step and 2-step problems relating to data. BB25

Physical Education

Christian Value

Team games and skills.
Gymnastics.

Creativity

Computing

French

ICT Safety

Greetings

Using ICT to research

Numbers to 10.

Coding

Topics
MFL—Bienvenue!

RE—Rules for Living

GEOGRAPHY—Where in The World?

SCIENCE—Let There Be Light MUSIC—Three Little Birds BRITISH VALUES—Democracy and Liberty

Homework

Important Times

Please refer to the Homework Grid booklet:

*Reading books—please bring daily.

*Reading daily

*Planners—checked each day and signed once
a week on your child’s designated day.

*Complete at least one activity in each of the nine areas.
*Practise spellings (to be tested and new spellings sent
home each Thursday.)
*Practise Times Tables.

*Library visit—every Tuesday afternoon.
*PE—come to school in full PE kit every
Tuesday and Friday.

Welcome to Year 3! We hope you are looking forward to the exciting learning that we have planned for this half term.
At St. Thomas’ we value the link between home and school. We recognise the importance of parental support as it is vital to
ensure the maximum progress and achievement for your child. If you have any concerns, questions or queries, please write in
your child’s planner or feel free to make an appointment to see me before or after school. I look forward to meeting with you at
the Parent Welcome Meeting on Thursday 13th September 2018 (3.30 – 4.00 pm or 5.30 – 6.00 pm).
Many thanks for your support.
Miss Rebecca Lawton

